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Why do we need the HI intensity mapping?
   

• Tracer: follows fluctuation in the underlying cosmic density field

• Low resolution but higher precision redshift

• Much faster and larger 

• 3D map: redshifted by the expansion of the Universe 

• Expected to provide a sensitive probe of cosmic dark 
energy at 0.5 <z< 2.5.(Chang et al 2008,  Loeb & Wyithe 2009)

 Galaxies: affected by the infrared opacity of the 
atmosphere at z~1, where the Universe begin to 
be accelerated. 

• To probe the LSS and constrain cosmology 


• Challenge: foreground
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In our case, we will do the cross-correlation. 
Why cross-correlation? 

A test for this will be shown later.



Cross-correlation with DESI photo-z first

For now, we are first going to use the photo-z data

• The photometric footprint for DESI has already been completed.

• The BAO signal could be detected in DECalS map. (Sridhar et al. 2019)

• Cross-correlation with the photo-z to measure the S/N before the spectra-z

     May be not used to constrain the cosmology

     But can be used to test how good for the signal of the LSS imprinted in the HI intensity mapping

SDSS 2h−3Gpc−3 BOSS 6h−3Gpc−3 DESI 50h−3Gpc−3

DESI aims to study a very large volume of the Universe by targeting 
specific classes of objects out to redshift 3.5 over 14,000 deg  of sky.  

The DESI Legacy Surveys are combination of three public projects



The Tianlai Project — A Dark Energy Radio Observation Experiment

Brief status:
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TIANLAI Pathfinder Experiment

Slide from Fengquan Wu & Xuelei Chen 



Cross-correlated with LRG or ELG?

0.775 < z < 1.03

LRG is not complete in this redshift range 
It’s better to use ELG

Redshift distribution from DarkSky

Credit: Srivatsan Sridhar



  Verification based on simulation data   
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Why do we need the cross-correlation?
   

Test : how the residual foreground affect the clustering measurement
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< Tfgrd >
< T21 >

           We then put different-level foreground into the HI map
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Why do we need the cross-correlation?
   

HI map  
T21

HI map with different-level foreground 
T21 + Tfgrd

Test : how the residual foreground affect the clustering measurement

β =
< Tfgrd >
< T21 >

SNR of angular correlation:

           We then put different-level foreground into the HI map



Summary

Ongoing:


- Select the ELG halo sample  


- Construct the HI intensity mapping 


- Simulate the foreground on the map


- Remove the foreground from the map


Next:


- Test the performance of the foreground-removed method

• Verification with simulation

• Prove that cross-correlation will keep more information when there is residual foreground

• A project: cross-correlation between DESI image and Tianlai HI
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Thank you!





Probe the LSS with 21cm Intensity Maps

- The neutral hydrogen constitutes about 3/4 of the baryon matter in the Universe. 

- Radio observation of the 21cm emission of neutral hydrogen is a very promising  
    technique for mapping matter distribution  

- It’s another tracer to probe the LSS and then constrain the cosmology  
    besides galaxies observation 

- More accurate for redshift, larger volume in shorter time and the intensity  
    mapping is complete at given frequency. 



Observations of 21-cm radio emission by neutral hydrogen at redshifts z < 0.5 to 2.5 are expected to provide a 
sensitive probe of cosmic dark energy.  

traditional optical cosmology becomes very difficult because of the infrared opacity of the atmosphere. makes ground-based 
measurements difficult. 

More distant galaxies generally are too faint for individual detections but it is possible to measure the aggregate emission from many 
unresolved galaxies in the ‘cosmic web’ 

 

Below z~6, the majority of hydrogen outside of galaxies is ionized.  
The distribution of neutral hydrogen can be tracer of the Universe.

Methods involving detection of galaxies to trace large-scale structure are reliable providing that the galaxy samples obtained by a survey 
have a sufficient number density. If not, the measurements will suffer from significant statistical errors due to Poisson shot noise. 

Obtaining a large number of resolved galaxies with precise redshifts is expensive; 

spectroscopic redshifts with a redshift uncertainty σz ∼ 0.001 rely on long integration times making this a slow process. 

However, a major challenge for Hi intensity mapping comes from foreground emission (e.g. synchrotron radiation), which can 
be or- ders of magnitude larger than the cosmological signal. 



Similarity 
• Tracer: follows fluctuation in the underlying cosmic density field

• 3D map: redshifted by the expansion of the Universe 

• To probe the LSS and constrain cosmology 


Comparison: 21cm intensity mapping vs. Galaxy survey

Why do we need the 21cm intensity mapping?
   

• Distant galaxies are too faint for 
individual detections

• Much faster and larger

Distinction 

• Too expensive and slow

• Affected by the infrared opacity of 
the atmosphere at z~1, where the 
Universe begin to be accelerated. 

Galaxies survey 21cm intensity mapping

• Measure the aggregate emission 
from many resolved galaxies

• Expected to provide a sensitive probe of 
cosmic dark energy at 0.5 <z< 2.5.(Chang 
et al 2008,  Loeb & Wyithe 2009)

Challenge for 21cm: foreground 
Remove method: PCA, FastICA…


